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Lpl President Roderick Beaton
Lns to UOP and the
LcjficaiTs got him in an ex1 .jusive university interview.

Swensori:

|Tiger volleyball claws for win
|over Oregon this week. New
team and new arena debut.
|(see story page 11).

E X-ASUOP Social Director
Speaks out
.*.1
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B.I.P. winter term; early semester next year

%

By Steve Johnson
Managing Editor

Acting President Cliff Hand
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C.O.P. Dean Roy Whiteker
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By Kevin Bartram
Editor-in-Chief

With much pomp and circuniihnce, the Alex G. Spanos Events
Center was officially opened to the
public last Friday to a fairly sparse
crowd.
In fact, the delegation of ap
proximately 250 faculty and ad
ministration members nearly equalled
me entire student attendance count,
"rough no official counts were
available, the center was quite empty,
,side from a few filled sections facing
speaking V.I.P.s.
I
The convocation was highlighted
• a major address by United Press
international President Roderick
Jkaton, entitled "Can Freedom of
"e Press Survive?" as well as some
I Prone and timely comments by
President Joe Hartley.
if
To begin the convocation a
Ority of Pacific's faculty, in. ding representatives of all the
juversity'8
inner
colleges
and
'essional schools, marched in a
Pand gown procession.
The "Convocation Ensemble,"
of UOP band members, perintermittently throughout the
ftent.
[. 'n his speech, Beaton cited press
une OI
• a°m. as "one
of lne
the mosl
most critical
int»
ci illtat
"auonai issues that this student
stuaent
National
Nation will have to face" in the
ar
lUtUre

declaration
(the Beaton described
Declaration of Talloires )
, lch was a specific response to
>?°lution
,
adopted by the United
(^[^Educational, Scientific and
lUra' Organization (UNESCO).
"c UPI
chief
executive

I** UNESCO's intent as clear:

8foup "would legitimize state

press
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In one of Cliff Hand's greatest
political victories since he became Act
ing President, the Academic Affairs
subcommittee of the Board of Regents
voted unanimously Aug. 17 to
eradicate Winter Term, and adopt an
Early Semester calendar at UOP.
The Board of Regents is
scheduled to vote on the Academic
Affairs' recommendation on Oct. 13,
but the vote should be little more than
a formality. The Board of Regents
has never voted against a unanimous
decision made by the Academics Af
fairs.
Under the Early Semester calen
der, classes for all five schools at
UOP will begin Aug. 25, 1982, and
will end May 6, 1983.
This calendar will "save" four
weeks of calendar time, two in each
semester, but only at the expense of
Winter Term.

"The unification of the
calendar wasn't done for
academic reasons; it was
done for financial ones,"
Hartley said, adding that
"the number one concern
of
this university is
money."

The adoption of the Early
Semester calendar by the Board of
Regents will undoubtedly polarize the
professional and nonprofessional
schools here.

The results of that poll indicated
that approximately 90 percent of the

C.O.P. faculty opposed the idea of a
unified calendar at UOP. Eighteen
out of the 21 departments in C.O.P.
responded.
"The reason that there will be an
Early Semester system here next year
is because the acting president
recommended it to the Academic Af
fairs committee," Spreer said.
ASUOP President Joe Hartley
called the calendar decision "a finan
cially motivated move by the Univer
sity."
'The unification of the calendar
wasn't done solely for academic
reasons; it was done for financial
ones," Hartley said, adding that "the
number one concern of this university
is money."
Hartley noted that he was caught
unaware by the Academic Affairs
decision, and didn't learn of the vote
until "very, very late in August.
I would like to know why I was
never contacted to make a statement
before the Academic Affairs commit
tee," Hartley said.
"I'm sure that Cliff (Hand)
believes this is best for the university.

Spanos Center opens to sparse convocation crowd

Ellis Calija

uiidfi

According to Larry O. Spreer,
chairman of the Chemistry Depart
ment at C.O.P., there is "no
significant support among any depart
ment at C.O.P." for the Early
Semester calendar.
Spreer headed a committee of
the Academic Council last year that
polled the C.O.P. faculty on their
feelings about a unified calendar at
UOP.
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forUS^-and man'Pu'at'on

- self-serving purposes."
^viet !t0" declared UNESCO a
®ccusM .n?'nated organization,a and
d

°SS„7Sg"To',e of

ten than not...obsessed with preser
vation of personal power."
"The new world information or
der is a political slogan," stated
Beaton, "and, in my view, a front for
an international conspiracy to first
discredit and then destroy a free
press."
The president of the secondlargest wire service in the world poin
ted out that, "we have no need to
worry in this country. The concept of
press freedom is too deeply ingrained
in our mores and traditions. If the
rest of the world insists on living in
darkness, so be it."
ASUOP President Joe Hartley
then spoke to the convocation
gathering, calling the "year of new
beginnings" at UOP.
Hartley announced the return of
two once-extinct traditions including
Pacific Days. ASUOP plans to revive
the "weekend-long event of concerts,
dances, entertainment and cultural as
well
as educational activities"
designed to bring the Stockton and
University communities together.
The ASUOP chief also noted
that the yearbook is being revived
under the title of "The Epoch."
1982's edition will be the first such
book published by the students since
1974.
Hartley went on to mention the
constructional expansions that
are
consuuuiuuoi
v.
I
occurring
wvvui
1***© here at UOP,
' as well as the
pAmnlptmn nf
pride which the completion
of tnp
the
Events Center will provide in Pacific.
However, not until the tail-end
of Hartley's address did he get down
to the nitty-gritty.
"We, as students, have a right to
voice our concerns to the ad
ministration, and have those concerns
heard," said Hartley. "But with that
right comes a heavy responsibility of
involvement, of each of us taking
upon ourselves, both individually and
collectively, the responsibility of

(See SPANOS page 5)

I think he's wrong," Hartley said.
Hand said that the move to unify

"The reason that there will
be an Early Semester
system here next year is
because
the
acting
president recommended it
to the Academic Affiars
committee,'' Spreer said.
the calendar is the inevitable result of
a marked increase in attendance in
the Engineering, Pharmacy, and
Business Schools over the past
decade.
"What this reflects is a change in
educational mood, away from in
novation towards traditional skills,"
Hand said.
"Over one-half of the units
taught here are taught at the
professional schools and colleges,"
Hand said, adding that Winter Term
was part of the "cluster college
phenomenon," and was designed in
1970 for a "free-standing liberal arts
college."
The decision to eliminate Winter
Term raises the possibility of offering
a "Summer Term" alternative to the
traditional month of intensive class
work in January.
According to Reuben Smith, the

New chemistry
facility is quite
a refinement
By Mary Peppers
Copy Editor

Faculty out-numbered students: at last weekend's convocation
the opening of the Spanos Center.

Campus expansion and construc
tion seems to be the order of the day
at Pacific lately, with progress moun
ting daily on
the engineering
facility's structure, and the celebrated
completion of the Spanos Events
Center.
But it's a third, less visible, new
addition that has some 500 students
and several faculty members singing
praises—the new chemistry building,
located along Mendocino Street on
the south section of campus.
Though only half completed, the
new facility contains four general
chemistry laboratories on the first
floor that have been in use since
spring. According to Larry Spreer,
chemistry department chairman, the
new facilities are "excellent" and run
"much larger than the national
average."
Twenty-four students can now
be accommodated comfortably and
safely in each new lab station easing
the
notoriously
crowded
and
unhealthy conditions at the old
facilities in Weber Hall.
"Very, very poor" is how Spreer
describes the ventilation system in
Weber HalJ labs, where students of

$2.5 million donated to library expansion
atthew Kaestner
Staff Writer

Th
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UP library fund will soon
onation
totaling $2.5
.Willi W° miHion will come from
WnrviKnox Holt Foundation
Nhe'i/? is a personal donation
airman of the foundation,
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Pacific Campaign has raised for ex
panding the Library.
According
to
Director
of
Libraries Hiram Davis, the new
donations will enable a new university
committee to decide the services and
size of the new facility.
Davis feels that the present UOP
library needs individualized and
group study areas, and is deficient in

wiU add t0 thC ^araEugrlhThbe"al*£?£&
^ l^ndS2.5
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million in nledees
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Director of Summer Sessions at
UOP, the most likely alternative is
for the University to offer "experien
tial learning, field trips, independent
study, and concentrated intensive
study" for four weeks after the
scheduled May 8 commencement in
1983.
"Right now, we have a fourweek break after graduation until the
first summer school session," Smith
said.
The feasibility of a "Summer
Term" program is only one of several
problems the Administration faces in
implementing the new calendar, ac
cording to C.O.P. Dean Roy A.
Whiteker.
Whiteker bitterly opposed the
notion of eliminating Winter Term,
but
now
recognizes
the
"inevitability" of the decision, and
hopes to make it work at UOP's
largest liberal arts school.
-'One of the things that has to
change is the number of units
required for graduation. It's going to
have to be reduced, probably to 124
units," Whiteker said.
Although Whiteker opposed the
idea of a modified Winter Term
proposal that would have included
14-week semesters and a three-week
Winter Term worth three units,
ASUOP President Hartley found the
14-3-14 proposal acceptable.
"We're still looking for a com
promise solution," Hartley said.
"We just don't think this thing is
over yet."

tion is extensive, the professional
school and graduate collections need
to be strengthed. Overall, Davis
stated that "Our periodical and book
collections are suffering the strains of
inflation."
A feasability study, already con
ducted by Ratcliff architects, will
provide a base for the planning of a
new library edition. The study rejec
ted a previous plan to build a south
In
edition to the present library
stead, the study recommended, due to

cost and long-range space con
siderations, that a separate building
be placed slightly northeast of the
present library, blocking off the
street.
Acting University President Clif
ford Hand refused to comment on the
recent $2.5 million donation before
press time, but his personal secretary
said that Dr. Hand was preparing to
make an official announcement con
cerning the donation next week.

Library director Hiram Davis

ten work with substances that emit
harmful vapors.
The new building, however,
features a "safe and efficient" ven
tilating system which effectively
reduces these fumes, says Spreer.
Safety showers, used in emergencies
to douse the victim of a fire or
chemical burn, are also more easily
accessible and visible, he notes.
Crowding, a serious problem
with the Weber Hall rooms, had
previously necessitated scheduling of
lab classes at night, which in turn
made evening building maintenence
difficult. This pitfall has also been
eliminated.
Spreer explained that the new
chemistry building has "much more
space for each student," and all
general chemistry labs are now more
conveniently held during the day.
A separate balance and in
strument room connecting the new
labs is an added bonus, facilitating
chemistry procedures, and sub
sequently allowing for more ex
periment accuracy, Spreer believes.
Funding for the facility has come
largely from the Irvine Foundation, a
Southern-California-based
group
which donated $1.1 million for the
project. UOP has also provided
monies.
For the chemistry faculty, the
recent construction fills a longawaited need. "We've wanted it for
10 or 15 years now," Spreer commen
ted. But their dream has only half
come true to date.
The second floor of the building,
eventually intended for four organic
chemistry labs and offices, has not
been fully constructed yet.
But since the designs for the up
per floor have been finalized, Spreer
is hoping for a completion date in the
near future. -No date has yet been of
ficially set for this occurrence,
however.
The new structure will serve nine
chemistry department faculty mem
bers, as well as the estimated 550
students each semester who schedule
chemistry lab sessions.
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EDITORIAL

lasted

Winter
What is the first thought that crosses your
mind when you think of Winter Term being
eliminated? It is a good bet that your answer is
one of the following:
• 1) "There goes my ski month!"
2) "How am I going to get rid of my
geheral ed. units?"
: 3) "There go the parties.''

Hand compromises
real scholarship for
fads, convenience

C'mon, admit it. Many of you enjoy win
ter term because of its simplicity. Winter term
is relaxing and often considered an extension of
Christmas vacation.
Granted there are some great academic ex
periences to be found in the usual winter term
program: some of my best classes have been
taken during Winter Term. However, these
have also been some of my least difficult cour-

scs.

The loss of Winter Term is a great one in
regards to the student body, but I must add that
the administrators are not totally wrong in con
ducting its elimination.
I thoroughly love Winter Term, but the
administration is simply following a new trend
in education. When Winter Term was in
troduced to the calender at UOP in 1970, a
liberal, innovative education was the trend.
"The sterile distinction between work and play
Hence, Winter Term fit right into the plan to
that characterizes the life of too many
liberalize academic activities at Pacific.
Americans is too well documented to require
The latest educational trend is toward a
painful elaboration here. The value to society
more professional, technical academic ex
of individuals whose lives are not so officially
perience. In lieu of the "sixties" favorability of
^ bifurcated should be obvious."
becoming an ultra-creative, expressive person
through studies, young people are looking more
Acting President Clifford Hand
L
towards an established, economically safe
Convocation Speech, Sept. II, 1981
lifestyle.
The economy is shaky, to say the least, and
students are searching for "guaranteed" good
With the elimination of Winter Term, it
money, i.e. high salaried occupations. Such
appears that, once again, the Administration s
talents can be acquired in the programs offered
actions speak far louder than its words. Cliff
largely at Pacific's professional schools, such as
Hand's peroration notwithstanding, UOP has
Engineering, Pharmacy, and Business.
taken a quantum leap backwards in its goal for
Hence, because these are the areas in which
the production of a whole, educationally com
students are becoming increasingly interested,
plete man who seeks virtue through the power
the university has become more intent on tur
of knowledge and not the television set.
ning out technical professionals and experts,
By recognizing the sovereignty of the
rather than well-educated, well-rounded in
professional schools over all other education at
dividuals.
Pacific, Cliff Hand has unwittingly widened the
After all, intellects are well-respected, but
abyss between education and scholarship.
not
always well-paid. To be a pharmacist
He apparently is quite willing to further
would
not be the most glorious living possible,
add putty to the ideal figure of our civilization's
but it's a damn good living($$$).
coryphees who shape it every day with myriad
And, professional schools and Winter
committee meetings, and vapid attempts at lip
Term
mix about as well as oil and vinger.
service to true scholarship and reflective study.
The ideal figure now stands as a hedonistic
man, the new work and leisure robot who is
content to divide his time equally between the
jammed thoroughfares, the sandy beaches, and
the television screen.
Education has become a frivolous yet
seemingly necessary exercise, with curricula
decided on the grounds of fashion, economics,
and political expediency. With the extirpation
of Winter Term, these feeble grounds for true
academic formulation are simply entrenched.
Fortunately, Administrative fads and
fashions have never affected real scholarship at
UOP. There still exists a sturdy and original
group of unquenchable minds who are willing
to seek scholarship. As Thomas Molnar ex
plained in an essay published this year:
"In all periods there are men with
inquisitive minds loyally committed to the
The decision to compromise educational
scholar's life. Such men have always been a
standards certainly will not extinguish scholar
very small minority, and it has never made any
ship here. But it will drive scholars further into
difference whether they were located among the
the tolerant corners of our University, away
elite or in some other rank in society. They
from the Administration's pell-mell rush
collaborated even if their lives were spent in
towards one fad and back to another.
relative isolation."

So, to sum up the current conflict, we have
two sides fighting for causes which each feels is
right.
_ TT
First, we have ASUOP President Joe Har
tley, whose constituents are the students, who,
in turn, are generally in favor of the retention of
Winter Term.
.
On the other side of the spectrum is Dr.
Clifford Hand, Pacific's acting president,
whose obligation is to maintain proper
academic guidelines.
Both sides believe firmly in their causes and
both have strong arguments. Hartley is depen
ding more on an emotional stance, while Dr.
Hand is standing behind concrete facts and
theories. Each man has his respective job to
perform, and each is doing his best to filfill the
obligations of said job.
It appears that Dr. Hand has emerged the
victor. As the late Bing Crosby would have
said, "There's no doubt about it."
Yes, folks, Winter Term is dead. Only the
Board of ^Regents needs to accept Hand s
proposal, and it has never overturned a
proposal already approved by its Academic Af
fairs Committee.
Hence, you liberal education buffs out
there had better rely on the administration to
offer a wider variety of courses in our new
early-semester plan.
Put it this way, it was great while it lasted.
Yes, the experiences were great and the terms
were fun and relaxing, but it was time for the
administration to put its foot down.
The administration's job is to make this an
academically strong school, and Winter
Term had become academically weak.
Besides, in four years, what UOP student is
going to know any better?
However if you wish to save Winter Term
get out an support Joe's efforts. After all, it's
about time we rid ourselves of this dreadful curse
of apathy which haunts us so.

Survey shows conservative mood
The conservative mood swing in America
has found its spot in the hearts of UOP
sophomores, much to the chagrin, we are sure,
of the assorted liberal pundits that lurk in our
corridors.
The latest left hook to the chin of
liberalism comes in the form of an American
Council on Education Survey. The survey,
which was distributed to 715 freshman during
the 1980 orientation sessions, touches a number
of salient bases, including, among others,
religious preference, academic rank in high
school, ad immensus.
These make for rather jejune reading,
however, until one reaches a section entitled
"Political Orientation." Specifically, five sec
tions of political affiliation are presented, vir
tually smothering the political spectrum. These
sections include the far left, liberal, middle-ofthe-road, conservative, and far right.
Everything but the kitchen sink, in other words.
The results are remarkable. Since 1979, 5.5
percent more freshmen (now sophomores) take
comfort in calling themselves "conservative" or
"far right," at the collective expense of "leftists"
and "moderates" who tumbled 5.4 percentage
points.
The net effect of the conservative increase
is simply this: more freshman in the class of

*

The evidence that freshman are mcreasingly approving of this philosophy lies
squarely with the numbers. There is increasing
support by our freshmen that homosexual
relations should be prohibited, and that there
are too many rights for criminals. A decreasing
percentage of freshmen agree that one should not
obey laws against one's views, that sex is ap
propriate if people like each other, and that
marijuana should be legalized.
Our first inclination is to take these figures
and hide them away, so they won't get tram
pled, as resurgent ideas sometimes do. We
should know better. Conservatism is here to
stay. After all, there really are things we want
to conserve, aren't there?
1980 consider themselves conservative, and less
consider themselves liberal, than any freshman
class since 1969.
These results, by defenition, are terribly
encouraging. The driving force behind conser
vative philosophy is that there is something
worth conserving out there, little things like
morals, jurisprudence, and a coherent and
stable society. Its nexus with a better world is
that, eo ipso, a higher status is given to the eter
nal values that are assumed to be independent
of ephemeral fads and fashions.
Steve Johnson
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The President Speaks

On Winter Term
,X<

ith

By Joe Hart!

vf°

(This column will be written weekly by th[
ASUOP Preside in an fff0" '° keCP
o
A about the issues, services, aprograms that affect the lives of students
U'° Bvnow

you have either read the letter fd
Cliff Hand explaining the recommended «,!»
dar change, distributed Monday, or readj,
related article in the Pacifican.
sn
If not, you should.
The calendar unification issue symbol^
one of the most significant changes in 4
.i
academic structure at Pacific in the last u
1
Its.
I*""*
vears. It is significant not only because of 4
1.
decision, but because that decision was made to*"
without regard to what the students wanted,
The ASUOP Board of Supervisors did,.,
vote in support of a unified calendar as was®,
Ste* Wil
died by the Hand letter. Instead, they votedb
support of the 4-1-4 calendar Additionally,
poll of U.O.P. students, conducted last yea
St«
overwhelmingly supported Winter Term. It
apparent both sources of information wert
ignored.
The issue is simple, the administration,
using the excuse of accredidation and undertht
ScottLawson;Sr.;< ()'
guise of the "Commission on the Future"
I think the mayor <
decided that a unified calendar without Winta
he's the only one. soun«
Term would be academically desirable.
ever thought of the slog.
The benefits of a unified calendar
questionable. And the concept of a unifia the influence.
calendar without Winter Term is totally uw
ceptable.
So, what can we do?
Greg Boar
It would appear that the decision has bea
It's IN
made, and the only alternative for students
peopk
either to accept the new calendar or withdr
Kevin Bartram
(KAMI
from school. Since I don't recommend eith
alternative, there is something that we studeffl
must do. We must campaign to save Winti
Term.
There is only one thing I can gi
lisaVillerejGrad Staring|
about the upcoming campaign to save Winte
Stockton isn't that U
Term. Unless students are willing to take pa from the campus an
in the campaign it will fail miserably and we«
lose Winter Term.
On Monday, Sept. 21, packets of i
mation will be distributed from the ASUOP0
fice. These packets will explain the first an
most important phase of the campaign, writii
letters to the Board of Regents in support
Winter Term. The Regents have the final sayt ^
this matter and they will vote on October 13.1
the calendar unification issue.
There isn't much time left. But clearly'11
final decision can only be changed by students
The final decision can be changed by y<

<$r

YOU 6ET THETREES,,
ILLGET THE PEOPLE,

Prose from prof queries "But if...?"
Editor:
Last Spring there occurred a bit
of student grumbling when it was
learned that President McCaffrey
would serve as president of Rotary,
International.
"BUT IF," some
would say, "he is to direct Rotary,
how can he be effective as UOP's
president?" Or the opposite: "BUT
IF he is to occupy the tower's 8th
floor, how can he do a good job with
Rotary?"
Not taken into account, I feel,
was his wise selection of the four vicepresidents to run the store in his ab
sence. And as I got to thinking of
those v.p.'s (now v.i.p. 's for sure) it

OUR POLICY

dawned on me that two of them share
the same first name. We are talking
of Judith Chambers, Clifford Hand,
Robert Winterberg and Clifford
Dochterman.
Well, early this summer a threeverse rhyme surfaced without warning near the top"of mv cerebrum I
couldn't help it. But I'd like to ch
share
it.
"BUT IF...?"
But me no but's and if me no if's
Stranding Stan to stand on display
™cws

y and Bob-

Our Berg Dreads not WinM
Man's a fine Dochter,
Our hallowed Chambers v/illflCWhile nations will see hov fl0
UOP now Emerges a leader id

be,w

Our campuses won't blow awav

m

THE PACIFICAfif
Kevin Bartram
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The Pacifican is published
every Friday by students of the
University of the Pacific, except
during vacation periods. Com
ments from Pacifican readers are
welcome. Guest columns and
letters to the editor are limited to
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mitted in typed form by 5 p.m.
Monday to the Pacifican, 3rd
floor, North Hall. The Pacifican
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the Pacifican editorial board.
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PEOPLE

Face-to-Face

What is your response
when you hear
"Stockton-Someplace Special.

*45 Years Of Deadlines'

Life And Times of Roderick Beaton

99

By Harmon Kirsch and Lett Garvey
Tom Hooper;Lecturer;SBPA:
It s a good place to raise a family-a good
commumity with a very wealthy agriculteral environment.

Sten Lundquist; Sr.; SBPA:
Stockton is not someplace special-it's the
first really depressing city I've ever been in.
The only good thing about Stockton is UOP
Stockton just doesn t have class.

?••wiS

Linda Kieswetter;Fr.;SBPA:
There's nothing to do here, except party.
It's a boring town, that's all I think about this
town.

n,r*^53L|
>l'
o f

•umr*d5tt_

Stew Williams;Sr.;COP:
It would depend on your definition of
special, because special as I know it is not
Stockton.

coomboo

' wwcet of '

«<

V

Hotrd 0f Scpe,

I *«PPon«d Wime,i

If

Mmpfc, the

•ccudMHkaali
Coron tuoa OQ theft
calendar tuhoa
k atknucaly doirabit

Scott Lawson;Sr.;COP:
I think the mayor of Stockton said it, and
he's the only one...sounds like propaganda who
ever thought of the slogan was definately under
the influence.

»nifk«t

fit* of • trifled caia

S
the aftfX of
>m« W into Term is tort

CM *t do?
appear that the
r oah aJtematm f«
pi th« new okadifd

Greg BoardmanJTirector of Fraternity Programs:
It's not like home, but Stockton isn't as bad as
people say. I know it's not the place I want to settle
down. Give me the mountains and ocean anytime.

Nobody can tell me that Roderick W. Beaton is not UPI
material. His hands look like typewriter keys Newsprint ink flows
in his blood.
I
His official title of president at UPI is more like an excuse
than anything else for an organic love of newspapers that spans over
four and one half decades.
"When did it all begin.
Mr.
Beaton?" The question is not new
to him, but he pauses anyway to
reflect, remember, analyze like a
good reporter would do.

When you're a repor
ter, you travel a lot."
< <

One woman with dyed blond hair and a wrinkled forehead was
fidgeting. She is tired of the Marvelous history. She wants to break the
spell.
"Didn't UPI lose $3.5 million last year?" she blurts out. Beaton
smiles a weary smile. It is clear he has traveled this road many times
before.
"Yes, we have lost money.
But we're confident we can turn
UPI into a profitable wire service
by 1984."
"What about Janet Cooke?
Did she hurt UPI's credibility?"
the woman asks.
Another pause Beaton's pa
tience seems to be infinite.
"No, Janet Cooke didn't hurt
our credibility.
At UPI, we
demand that unnamed sources
have the support of at least one
other source. It's been that way
since I came to UPI in 1948..."
Beaton says, trailing off. He has a
faraway look in his eyes.
"And what about the world,
Mr. Beaton. How has the world
changed since you came to UPI in
1948?"

"When I was twelve I went to
work for my father as a copyboy at
the Stockton Journal. The fact
that he was Managing Editor
didn't hurt in my getting the job,
but he worked my ass off."
Beaton laughs his point home,
then pauses until the reporters
have caught up with him.
"I attended the College of the
Pacific in 1941, but I didn't know
what I wanted to do. Lived in
Rhizomia. We had our own cook,
47
you know." The eyes twinkle
don't understand
through the infectious laugh.
the hatred, the violence.
"Joined the U.S. Air Corps in
1943, and I got kicked out the next
Why can't governments
year for dropping some bottles
work together in har
over Pokepsie. They hit a school
house and just exploded like little
mony?"
bombs. Thank God no one was
hurt."
A contact in UPI led to a job
The smile vanishes. The an
in San Francisco in 1948 that lasted
swer is coming hard to a man who
two years. Beaton knew that the
Two institutions meet: UPI President Roderick Beaton chronicles seems to have all the answers to
quixotic quest had begun. He was
reporters'questions, in a memory
his climb to the top of the newsprint pile.
a reporter and his beat was the
tempered by forty-five years of
world.
deadlines.
Fresno, Los Angeles, New York, Europe, Africa, the Middle East,
"I don't understand the hatred, the violence. Why can't govern
New York again, and London were Beaton's stop offs. "When you're a
ments work together in harmony?" The question is rhetorical. He
reporter, you travel a lot," Beaton says with a sympathetic smile. The
already knows the answf
reporters nod. They have traveled a lot, too.
"Things used to be much simpler."
^
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Lisa Villers;Grad Student Education:
Stockton isn't that bad, if you can get awa>
<t from the campus and meet the community.
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Bert VeIarde;Soph;COP:
My response is...I've only been here two weeks.
They have friendly people but those are all at
UOP.
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If you think"pads and rollers"are
just a California craze,
you're not ready for New Memorex.
Pads and rollers are key com
ponents of a cassette's tape
transport system.
This system guides the tape
past your deck's tape head. It must
do so with unerring accuracy.
And no cassette does it more
accurately than totally new
Memorex.
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Pacifican

MOMENTUM FASHIONS
4555 N. PERSHING AVE.
VENETIAN SQUARE

The new Memorex tape trans
port system is precision engi
neered to exacting tolerances.
Flanged, seamless rollers guide
the tape effortlessly and exactly.
An oversize pad hugs the tape to
the tape head with critical pres
sure: firm enough for precise
alignment, gentle enough to

dramatically reduce wear.
Our unique ultra-low-friction
polyolefin wafers help precisionmolded hubs dispense and
gather tape silently and uniformly,
play after play. Even after 1,000
plays.
In fact, our new
Memorex cas
sette will always
deliver true
sound reproduc
tion, or we'll
replace it. Free.
Of course, re
production that true
and that enduring
owes a lot to Permapass1" our extraor
dinary new binding
process. It even owes a
little to our unique new
fumble-free storage album.
But when you record on new
Memorex, whether it's HIGH
BIAS II, normal bias MRX I or

© 1981. Memorex Corporation. Santa Clara. California 95052. U.S.A.

METAL IV, don't forget the impor
tance of those pads and rollers.
Enjoy the music as the tape glides
unerringly across the head.
And remember: getting it there
is half the fun.

NOW MORE THAN EVER
WE ASK: IS IT LIVE, OR IS IT

MEMOREX

Pacifican
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By Pearl Crayton
Staff Writer

For years, UOP has accepted
more freshman and sophomore
applicants than it can house. Yet
the administration maintains a rule
that undergrads so classified must
live on campus.
The resulting "overflow" of
students arrive on campus to
discover that they must live in
study halls, lounges and guest
rooms until they can be placed in
regular dorm rooms.
This
traditional solution to the problem
has some built-in problems of its
own.
Stan Green, Director of
Housing, said that he does not con
sider "overflow" a real problem.
However, during the second week
of this semester, two students
living in Casa Werner Hall still do
not have bureau drawers in which
to store their belongings, so per
sonal items are kept in luggage on
the floor.
One of these students, Kurt
Melanson, said that he doesn't
mind this inconvenience much.
"This room we're living in is a
study hall, so it's much larger than
the regular rooms. And we have
an air conditioner, so that sort of
makes up for everything else."
The "everything else" in
cludes furniture that appears to
have been selected by an interior
designer trying to create the
"garage sale" effect. Although all
the pieces are functional, nothing
matches.
"A guy came up here today
and asked if we needed anything,
and we gave him a list," Kurt said.
"So I'm sure it will get better."
This positive attitude of the
students is a saving factor in han
dling the problem of finding beds
for excess bodies. According to
Zeta Salisbury, head resident at
Jessie Ballantyne Hall,
the
situation is not always relieved.
"Two years ago we had two
students who remained housed in
the lounge all winter. Usually,
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Rooms for Rent? Bill Sharp is one of numerous UOP students seeking housing near campus,
students
will
cancel
their
registrations for one reason or
another and that takes care of the
overflow problem. But it didn't
work that year," she said.
"So far, there have been no
serious complaints from students,"
Green claims, "Some of them
have quarters so comfortable
that they are reluctant to move
out."
In Grace Covell Hall,"over
flow" students are temporarily
housed in guest rooms that have
private baths.
Lydia Tauiliili lives in such a
room, and said she finds it lonely
because her roommate was placed
in a dorm room. "Two girls live
next door, but these rooms are
isolated from the rest of the dorm.
So it will be better for me socially

when I am placed in a regular
room."
Campus housing is not the
only area where "overflow" is a
problem for UOP students this
year. Those who live off campus
are having difficulty finding living
quarters close to school. With the
high price of gas and the quality of
public transportation being much
less than ideal, these students face
the biggest hassle.
Erica Pagels said that she and
her roommate had to apply for a
space in Stadium Apartments in
May. "Everything close to cam
pus is taken by the end of July.
One of my friends got here the first
of September, and the place she
found is so far away that she has to
make a 40-minute walk to
classes."

On the other hand, distance
no deterrant for Ellen Levine, wh.
commutes to UOP from Hayward
two days a week. "Yes, it's j
hassle and it's expensive, but it's
better for my sanity," she said,
lived on campus for two years,;
every morning at 8:30 my bed
would shake with the blaring
stereos and other noises in
dorm. To me the noise overflow
was worse than anything else."
At the end of this month,
most UOP students will
studying for quizzes and selecting
subjects for term papers. Those
who are caught in the "overflow"
will have the extra pressures ol
moving into permanent rooms;
trying to add those little personi
touches to make • them
"homey"; and trying to adjust it
new roommates.
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Violinist, piano

Stockton duplet of
United Nations Anocu •
ft*"1 P|*C
Woodwon*
violinist, and Marilyn ThafW*
pjuist, in a concert * ld*|
Theatre, Univtnity of the P«nfV
y, Sept. 20«f 4 p m

Admission is a • nut um
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By Yvonne Berry
Staff Writer
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Truancy preventioi
goal for volunteers
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we got you covered

University Book Store
University Center • Stockton, CA 95211 • 1209) 946-2329

1503 St. Marks Plaza-Northwest Corner March & Pershing, in the Plaza

951-9673

The Anderson Y Center, local
at 265 Knoles Way, offers a variety
services throughout the year,
eluding the Truancy Advoci
Prevention program.
_
The T.A.P. program is desif
for UOP student volunteers
as adults in the community,
school-age youngsters who •
positive role models.
"Conversation is extremely
portant in the relationship W
volunteers and youngsters, ' said
Kanaya-Adams, director
coordinator of the Anderson yfl
ter. "It allows the little brotW
little sisters to feel close to a"1
with whom they can comma11'
freely," he explained.
,.
Younger boys and g'rls
referred to the T.A.P.
parents, school counselors,
probation officers. These cN
need companionship because
of them come from single™
families," stated Kanaya-"-The goal of the T.A.P- P
is prevention of truancy
positive role models who are ^
to spend four hours a week
youngster, and engage in act'
recreation, tours of campus,
pie window shopping.
cK
"It's the quality of the
that's important and also am }
reliability of volunteers,
Kanaya-Adams.
Orientatio
training is provided to volu
the program
to ifflPr°v,
listening skills and their aw
the effect of family
the child.
"We especially n-teers,"
noted
Kanay";
because more boys are refe^
program than girls, and m° j
parent families are
nee
women. These boys are m 1
iVO
male role-model. Woman
are also needed, and 1
program has so far found m ,
women very willing to volu"
The Anderson Y
campus YMCA-YWCA *,
campus is partially fun
United Way.
,r
If you would like to |
find out about the progr^'j
the Anderson Y, or teieP r]
Kanaya-Adams, or Laur

466-1496.
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By Alfons Chimbindi
Staff Writer

The California Employment
Development Department's (EED)
most recent statistics show Stockton
leading other major California cities
with an overall unemployment rate of
11 percent.
Other cities include Sacramento,
with 9.4 percent; Modesto, 10.3 per
cent; Fresno, 8.2 percent; and Los
Angeles, 7 percent.
July is the most recent month for
which statistics are available for cities
and counties.
According
to
the
EED
spokesman in Sacramento, the
unemployment rate in San Joaquin
County stands at 10.7 percent.

Side Notes
Wine Appreciation class scheduled
Intermediate Wine Twill meet Thursday evening^
Oct. 29 through Dec 10

0S"m"Unimsi,y rr*
%'£'Zi£
of the Pacific.
the basics

of grape cultivi
Fundamentals of Wine Apwine components and tastii
preciation started Thursday, Sept.
"some of the less common
17 and will continue through Oct.
more luxurious wines of
22. Class sessions will deal with
world "
basic sensatory evaluations of
liie instructors for both cc
wine, the mechanics of wine
will be local wine experts Gi
storage, serving and labels, and the , Herron, Tim Spencer, Larry
four classic wine grapes of
and Peter Tuxen.

RlHSraLCnAtrdTnn^y' P'mi°k Noi.I
and Cabernet. Tasting will be part
of the course.

5

Unemployment rate
highest in Stockton

becoming informed, the respon
sibility of taking action when
necessary."
Speaking opportunity to voice
his displeasure over the Winter Term
issue. ,
"It is our responsibility to speak
out when we disagree with policies,
and to fight to change them," Har-

Two courses dealing with the
apprwiation of wine are scheduled
this fall through the Continuing

Pacifican

While the 1980 census figures
will not be available until March
1982, the youth labor force in San
Joaquin County, based on the 1970
census is 27,710. Of these youths:
20,950 are employed, while 6,760 are
unemployed, attributing to a 24.4
percent jobless rate among San
Joaquin County youths. "Youths"
refers to persons aged 16 through 21
years.
At the state level, the U.S.
Bureau of Labor Statistics said
California's unemployment rate
dropped from 7.2 percent in July to
6.7 percent in August.
Nation-wide, the black teenage
jobless rate reached a record 50 per
cent, pushing the overall national
jobless rate at 7.2 percent.

Moving right along-Completion of the $1.6 million Engineering
Building is just on of several construction projects in progress.
Staff Writer Mary Peppers will report on the progress of the
building in next week's edition of the Pacifican.

For registration informs
contact the UOP Contii
Education Offlrx. Ot QAti iaia

For all your printing needs

KWIK KOPY PRINTING
KWIK KOPY PRINTING
KWIK KOPY PRINTING
Featuring the IBM Copy Machine 3

High-performance for
smart shoppers.
LE TOUR, SUPER LE TOUR, LE TOUR TOURIST.

RIGHTS
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closest to campus

2405 N. El Dorado 466-4351

Save 20% to 50% on everything from underwear to outerwear to get you set for fall
A. 33% to 50% off sweaters and
velours from famous makers. Wool,
polyester/cotton and nylon blends.
S-M-L-XL. Not all styles in all stores.
Men's Sportswear/Tops, 50
Orig. 25.00 to 40.00*

14.99 to 19.99

B. 25% off Levi Action slacks In
heather navy, and heather brown
polyester. 32 to 40 waist.
Men's Separates, 159
Reg. 26.00

20% off Jockey International® Jeans Briefs!
Made of lightweight cotton for comfort with
all your jeans and slacks. In sizes S-M-L.
Select from the Flyfront Jeans Brief™ in royal
and sky blue. Or the Hipbrief Jeans Brief™
in royal, sky blue and beige.
Men's Basic Furnishings, 91
Both styles, reg. 2/7.50

18.99

C. 25% off all long sleeve rugby shirts
from Mailer. Polyester/cotton. S-M-L-XL.
Vanguard Tops, 53
Reg. 18.00 to 25.00

13.50 to 18.75

D. Cotton denim jeans from Levi® and
more. Straight leg and boot cut styles.
29 to 34 waist. Stock varies by store.
Vanguard, 153
Oria 22.00 to 29.00, were 19.99 to 23.99

17.99

Not shown: Assorted cotton neckwear
Orig. 8.50 to 11.00, 6.99 to 8.99
Men's Accessories, 170
Long and short sleeve dress shirts
Polyester and polyester/cotton. 14 V2 to
17 neck, M-L. Orig. 11.99 to 14.99, 9.99
Men's Dress Shirts, 7

Intermittent markdowns may have been taken.

Shop Weberstown Center, Monday through Friday 10 till 9; Saturday 10 till 6; Sunday noon till 5. 478-8888 Order by mail or call toll-free 24 hours a day 1-800-852-7744
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Federal Court
Okays Surgey

the Administration,

News Briefs

Writers Wanted
work for

THE PACIFICAN
News
Features

Sports
Previews

Layout

Typesetting

Some

PAID

positions
Call 946-2114
Visit 3rd floor, North Hall
INTERESTED IN

PHOTOGRAPH!?

Teen-age hero's
medals stolen
The Justice Department will give
a teen-age hero a new set of medals
after his original medals for heroism
were stolen, says the White House.
Seventeen-year-old Jerome Dale of
Baltimore was awarded the two 14karat gold medals for dashing
through flames and saving two
neighbor children from their burning
house in 1979. The medallions were
stolen when his stepfather took them
to work to show friends.

Protesters arrested

at Diablo plant

A protest at California's Diablo
Canyon Nuclear Plant, conducted
since Tuesday, has resulted in the
arrest of over 837 demonstrators as of
Thursday.
Police broke up a
blockade of Diablo's main gates

Wednesday after 1,000 protesters ob
structed bus loads of plant workers.
Demonstrators complain that Diablo
is unsafe because of its proximity to
an earthquake fault line.

Energy, Education
may be eliminated

The two most recently formed
cabinet level departments may be the
newest casualties of the White House
budget-cutting program. Reagan is
reported to be ready to ask Congress
to eliminate the departments of
Energy and Education. It would be
part of a new round of budget cuts
designed to reduce the federal deficit.

Reagan's proposal
may delay raise
People receiving benefit checks
from the government may have to go
without a cost-of-living increase for a
while, Washington sources say. The

STEPHEN L. POLLACK, O.D.

U.C. DARKROOM
MEMBERSHIPS AVAILABLE!!

DOCTOR OF OPTOMETRY

announces a new office for comprehensive eye care

eye examinations
soft, hard and gas-permeable contact lenses
continuous wear contact lenses
vision therapy
Students and Faculty are cordially
invited to use their I.D. for

20 PERCENT DISCOUNT ON MATERIALS
(EST

BEGINNERS WELC0MEI1

(EST SEMINARS AND F1ELDTRIPS PLANNED!!

Private Practice
1701W. March Lane
Stockton, Ca 95207

951-2020

FACULTY MEMBER
U.C. BERKELEY
SCHOOL OF OPTOMETRY
CONTACT LENS CLINIC

sources, within tn
propose a
say President,^ea^ the increases. It
three-month delay
ms such as
has been said thatpr 8^^ and
social security, food
ffected as
veterans' benefits vnU be
well as military pay raises.

Manson follower
denied parole
C^leSr aisuie,^onFormer
follower Susan
has' been
victed of eight murdne,rsS'hehas not
denied parole on grounid
igh the
served enough time t
Atkinsseverity of her cnI? a' is serving a

In Corvalis, Ore., Surgto
have begun operating on l5-mJ
old Sara Jensen in an effort to J
fluid that has been pressing 0n?
brain. The operation began 3
Sara's parents failed to perSUa(lt
federal court to block the pro^ <
The Jensens are members of the f,
damentalists "Church of the fj
Born" and say they believe in pJ
instead of medicine.

Labianca murders. AtUns-Lmsure a

Courts consider
death penalty
Allowance of the death
oenaltv for "especially heinous,
atrocious, or cruel'' killings is going
to be considered by the California
Supreme Court. However, a lower
court found that
uncon
stitutionally vague. The St»te A"°
ney General's office has asked for a
hearing.
wording

< «

Interest rates
called
psychological>>

Citicorp
Chairman ^
Wriston, one of the nation's
bunkers, told the National Press
• . i _ : S nf t p r p c t r a f p c c k V144U
nnU .
mat
"TTr«
notK
blamed on Wall Street or the Fed*
Reserve. He calls itit a psycho^
situation, saying, "Everyone isistryy
w»,

to make sure the train is headed r
right direction before they get 0B
Wriston predicts a decline in interey
rates "if we hang in there" *
President
Reagan's
program.
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FINANCIAL AID UPDATE
MEETINGS

To provide students with the latest
information regarding financial aid
for the 1981-82 school year.

Wednesday, September 2
3:15 to 4:15 PM
5:15 to 6:15 PM

For more informations inquire at the Information Booth

f
1

The Long Theater
BAN KOF AM ERICA

/VOM, THO'
OASSMATES- CCAS6
-ptzssnseNT,
TO THANK THE
FOUOUNNQ RR HEOVM^
ME GETTHKOUaH
COLLEGE .

1WAHTTOTHANKTH£ 0MKOE _
AM&NCA V&&ArELt£X~AVmtWeP
TELIER MACHINE oMsCtsrM FIRST
STREET- AMP THANKYOU 0°FA,
FOR yoofz FKFE cpnsomeR a t
/NFORMAnOA/REPORT3^£6PEClAWY
THE REPORT OM NTW TO
BALANCE YXJRcNECNEOOK.'t

SAVE • SAVE • SAVE • SAVE
BI-MOR NATURAL FOODS MARKET
ONE OF THE LARGEST AND MOST COMPLETE
NATURAL FOOD MARKETS IN NORTHERN CALIFORNIA

NOW OPEN
Located in the Venetian Square
Shopping Center at the corner of
Pershing & March Lane in Stockton
. . . next to the Pacific Telephone
Center Store.

TOTAL DISCOUNT
ALL /HAUL, THERE ARESOMAN!F£LPN£,
iNtriAUHE SBfM/ce GAVE M&
CONVENIENT LOCATIONS ANP5E&TCE5,
OVERDRAFT PROTECT/ON, LETME
/rWZEPTAKEL&M6ERTHAN &fE
OC/AUFYSCOMERTORA BANKAMEttCAHd AFTERNOON
rOTHANKBMK^fM^fd
FcR ALLTHESE EXAMPLES CF MONEY
CONVENIENCE, THEREFORE, £OFFER
ONE 316 'THANK you'
TO
"OA n/ts Ar A-AAtOfFf/7/\ f

Every item we sell »
is priced

15% to 40% BELOW

suggested retail . . . which most
health food stores use for pricing
their merchandise.
Group tours of the store ore available for
those who wish to learn more about natural
food products and their advantages. Nutri
tional Counseling is also available.

• Vitamins
• Minerals
• Food Supplements
• Cosmetics
• All Packaged Goods
• Over 300 Bulk Herbs
• Herb Teas & Blends
• Spices & Flavorings
• Bulk Flour

Bulk Grains
• Bulk Nuts & Seeds
• Bulk Beans
• Bulk Carob Candies
• Bulk Snack Mixes
• Bulk Cereals
• Raw Milk, Cheese and
other Dairy Products
• Cold Juices
• Yogurt — all kinds
• Ice Cream
• Frozen Foods
• Bread & Pastries
• Appliances
• Chips & Snacks
• Candies
• Dietetic Foods
• Dog & Cat Foods
• Fresh Ground Peanut
Butter, Coffee
& Flour
• Organic Produce
• 26 Different Pastas
• Bulk Honey— The Best
• Books
• Recipes
• And More . . .
Plus a nice atmosphere
friendly service and en
joyable

shopping

1

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 9:30 a.m.-7^

BI-MOR NATURAL FOODS MARKET
STOCKTONV

VENETIAN SQUARE SHOPPING CENTER

*

• SAVE • SAVE • SAVE • SAVE
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UNIVERSITY CENTER
THE SUMMIT

MONDAY TO FRIDAY
11:30 A.M.—1:30 P.M.
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$4.75

Roast Beef Au Jus
or Lasagne
Clam Chowder
Tossed Salad
Fruit Salad
Jello Salad
Potato Salad
Cottage Cheese
Assorted Relishes
Carrot or Cole Slaw

Soup
Salad
Buffet

5 PM
5PM

leatef

Featuring: Quick-Service
Type Foods, Ready-Made
Sandwiches and Salads,
Fountain Items, Beverages
and Desserts.

SAMPLE MENU
Entrees

Ice Cream

70c extra

SANDWICH SPECIAL
Soup or (1) Salad
Sandwich of the Day

Beverage

LIGHT LUNCH

$3.75
$3.75

Meat & Cheese Platter
Soup or (1) Salad - Beverage
SALAD BUFFET
Salad Bar - Soup
Beverage
French Bread

$4.00

MEAL TICKETS HONORED

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
11:30 A.M.-1:30 P.M. — 6:30 P.M.-10:00 P.M.
Saturday - 11:30 A.M.-1:30 P.M.
Sunday - 5:00 P.M.-10:00 P.M.
LUNCH - 11:30 A.M.-2:00 P.M.
H0FBRAU

Chef Salad
Taco Salad
Assorted Cold Sandwiches
Salad
Soup - Bowl
Hot Chili - Bowl

SPECIAL BREAKFAST
Two (2) Eggs, fried or scrambled
Hash Browns, Toast
With Ham, Bacon or Sausages

Fresh French Bread
Desserts

THE RATHSKELLER

MONDAY TO FRIDAY
7:30 A.M.—6:30 P.M.
Closed Saturdays & Sundays

Featuring an Elegant Buffet
or a Light Lunch in a
Relaxed Atmosphere.

s with the latest

Pacifican

$1.50
$2.55

LUNCHEON MENU
Hamburger
Cheeseburger
UOP Special W/Chips
Hot Dog
Hot Dog W/Chili
Hot Soup
Chili W/Crackers
French Fries

$1.60
$1.75
$1.70
$ .90
$1.20
$1.10
$1.25
$ .55

Plus assorted Salads, Sandwiches
and Desserts

MEAL TICKETS HONORED
B'FAST TILL 10:30a.m.:
$2.15
LUNCH TILL 4:00 p.m.:
$2.50
DINNER-4:30-6:30 p.m.:
$3.00

Grilled Cheese
Grilled Cheese W/Ham
French Fries

$1.95
$1.70
$1.75
$.60
$1.10

$1.25

GRILL
$1.00

$1.40
$ .55
BAR

Frozen Yogurt
Cookies
Fruit
Beverages

$ .70-$1.05
$ .20 each
$ .30
NIGHTS

Food Served 6:30-9:00 p.m.- -Bar 10:00 p.m.
Assorted Sandwiches
$1.75
Submarine Sandwich
$2.00
Chef Salad
$1.95
Taco Salad
$1.70
Salad Deluxe
$1.50
Chicken Strips & Fries
$1.95
Piece of Pizza - Cheese
$1.10
Combo
$1.50
MISCELLANEOUS

Bagels
W/Cream Cheese
Onion Rings
Chips W/Salsa

$ .40-$ .45
$ .25 extra
$ .70
$ .55

WITH MUSIC AND ENTERTAINMENT

AT THE RESIDENCE HALLS
GRACE C0VELL DINING HALL
Weekdays: B'fast 7:15 a.m.-9:00 A.M.
Sat. & Sun.: Closed
Lunch: 11:15 A.M.-1:30 P.M.
Dinner: 4:30 P.M.-6:30 P.M.

Weekdays: B'fast: Closed
Sat. & Sun.: B'fast: Closed
Lunch: 11:30 A.M.-12.30 P.M.
Dinner: 5:00 P.M.-6:15 P.M.

Grace Covell has a large, cheerful dining hall with two
serving lines for speedy service and two private dining
rooms where small groups can eat in privacy. It also has
a special sandwich line at lunch where you can get
sandwiches made to order.

Elbert Covell is a friendly dining room where you
can practice your Spanish with the "Covellianos" and where the vegetarians on campus
are served special vegetarian entrees.

RAYMOND GREAT HALL
The Raymond Great Hall is open as a Sidewalk
Cafe featuring soups, salads, tacos and
tostadas on weekday noons from 11:30 a.m. to
1:30 p.m. It is used for banquets and special
events at all other times.
SlDEWAbK GAFB

ELBERT COVELL DINING HALL

QUAD DINING HALL
Weekdays: B'fast 7:15 A.M.-9:00 A.M.
Sat. & Sun.: Cont'l B'fast 8:30 A.M.-9:30 A.M.
Lunch: 11:15 A.M.-12:30 P.M.
Brunch: 11:00 A.M.-1:00 P.M.
Dinner: 4:30 P.M.-6:30 P.M.
This is one of the most popular dining halls on campus.
It has a unique atmosphere, with seating in the foyer
and the balcony, and is especially popular with upperclass students. Here you can always get hamburgers
and hot dogs grilled to order during weekday lunches.
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Swenson resigns;blasts administration, ASUOP
Wntv was
Pacifican: How
was your
your relation
relation

ship with the ASUOP s a
blems
S w e n s o n : V' v e hadI s o r n c p
j
with a couple of peopl
joe's
tQ
had probtems ^djusttug^nt) and
(Hartley, ASUOP
.JQP vicePam's (Stanley, ASU^ They,re
President) administration .
looking good now, but 1 ve na

After serving as ASUOP Social
Director for less than a full semester,
Eric Swenson has resigned, citing
academic pressures, a commitment to
his fraternity and inability to work
with several ASUOP office members
as the main reasons.
Swenson granted this interview
the day he resigned (Sept. 13) and
made some very candid comments
about ASUOP, the Events Center,
and the social atmosphere of UOP
in general.
Pacifican: Why did you resign, Eric?
Swenson: There have been a lot of
"Bob Winterberg will never be ac
hidden things that have been building
cused of being a friend of the
up. I realized in the last couple of
days that my academics have fallen. I
students."
blew 4 out of 6 classes for ASUOP.
When you put forty-five hours a week
into something plus school, plus
homework, plus whatever you are in sonal opinion, I don't think the ad
ministration ever intended to use the
volved in on top of that, you re
talking a lot of hours. ASUOP Social new facility as an events complex. A
sports complex, yes; an events com
Director is a job; that's the bottom
plex, no. There are too many things
line.
Pacifican: Why is a student doing weird about it. We had to talk them
into getting a scissor lift in order to
this job, then?
Swenson: I don't know. At every move band equipment to the floor.
We had to talk them into getting
other school I can think of the Social
Director is a full-time employee. So sound equipment. It's so Weird. My
in comparison, we're talking about a God, it adds up. Sure I believe there
student who's doing a part-time job are certain people in the ad
and getting paid 70C an hour, versus a ministration who are really proproprofessional who is paid $20,000 a students. Judy Chambers is
students.
year to do.
Are there any adPacifican: Were there any other Pacifican:
ministrators
that
you would consider
problems, aside from the massive
workload, which led to your anti-student?
Swenson: Well, let's say that many
resignation?
Swenson: Well, if you want my per- other administrators aren't so pro-

Did they

restrictions

on you?

that's iust

Swenson: Well,Y°uknow.thaM
the way they are. Ron anfl

"ASUOP strikes me as a group
with noble ideas and little reality."

"...I don't think the ad
ministration ever intended to use
the new facility as an events com
plex. A sports complex, yes..."

low-key0' ThTyhad the attitude of
"do whatever you want to do jusUet
me know what's goingoniected
Pam are different. 1Pam was
for her tenacity. That is the
y
is. Nobody will change her mind if
she wants something. "Sio s
work around that.

Of the students. But you're
just too
you are
PDJ?\
because you
are just
too wra
wraPPed
in what you're doing.
Pacifican: Were all the ASUOP t
ficers "too wrapped up in what th
were doing?
Swenson: Sure, because it's tougk

spend time with four thousand

„ gac*"t
10 v"
S&SsSe'
. i
frf"
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.
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v<nd'n
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A
fl1 t ieffi
ferent students,
pacifican:
Is there any Wai
we"1 n It
alleviate this problem?
te>
i"!lfe^cJ1 as*5
Swenson: I think so. I ma,je
M
proposal that was ripped on: have,
^
directors meet Wlth d
UP'1
- —
llike IneCd
,,why can-t we
iit»°
^tQ
fw^ u
i'
c ih»< **
director.
Let the dorm memta,
k
their
mind
on
these
iss
spea
Ues
the direct0r better publicity
in^ s ^ he Qr she gets ^
The
•fpf
student feelings. Surveys area stunj
5
Tut*
way to evaluate student preferences
i>n>
way^
How much pOW„
jdth^adio
ASUOP given by the administration' Cha# .,.preseni
says- _',fh,stoc*lc
swenson: ASUOP is not free and i

ftf?."? S""

problems with the Spanos Center.
This is in New York that they heard
Pacifican: Are there set guidehnes m
about this!
Pacifican: Why would the University the ASUOP Constitution for
fice of Social Director.
not want the Center to be used for en
Swenson: First, Pam and J
dependent, because their budget > bef
tertainment purposes?
my bosses. They were J*
Xwstoid by the atatatafi tem Ym-THE
Swenson:
At
first,
financial
reasons.
ts.
thepower. AnytimeItnedtoextent. ^^^ m ^ ^^
Pacifican: Would the University take
Pacifican: Do you expect to see any
my power or extend
Regents. In every other way we coi
a loss?
events at the Center in the near
Swenson:
Oh
no,
they'll
make
fZSttZJSL- be separate. We shonM *") lainly
future?
money. Now they realize they will
rates, but we really have no say,
buI Ygndlcant
Swenson:
I've been trying to
with
them.
They wanted it con
make good money. But if you take a
that matter. The tuition at UOP t, ^ber
schedule events in the Center for the
trolled, and I don't blame them, in a
look at the Board of Controls book,
been raised 2Vi times since 19)|
week of Oct. 9 to 16. Before I quit,
way.
in
order
of
its
use
is
first,
the
univer
while ASUOP fees have not
we were looking at Peter Frampton,
Pacifican: How do you see UOP as a
sity sports events, then university
at all. The directors are extremei
Pablo Cruise, Greg Kihn, Rick
social atmosphere and what are its
events, and finally social events like
underpaid, and with the amount j
Springfield and Charlie Daniels.
needs?
,
t .
those
sponsored
by
ASUOP.
We
work they do, it's simply ridiculous,
Those were the bands that I seriously
Swenson: When you are working at
couldn't bump intramurals.
For
Pacifican:
Is the budget too lowi
discussed a concert idea with. I made
ASUOP, in your little office for 4 or
example, if I had Pablo Cruise here
get big-name bands to play here?
an offer to Frampton, and he can
5 hours a day, you go to classes, then
and there was an intramural game
celled out because he heard there were
Swenson: The problem with gettii,
go home to do your homework...you
between Omega Phi and Archania, I
big-name talent is that you can't 4
don't realize what the student likes
couldn't bump them because they are
anything in an 1,100-seat auditoriu
are. The students are a hell of a lot
higher up on the priority list. Makes
(the Conservatory). Its a nice facilitj
more
liberal
on
this
campus,
in
terms
you kind of wonder where the
but for instance, the most In
of what they want socially-like con
University's priorities lie.
charged was for Ambrosia, 4
certs.
They're
much
more
liberal
in
Pacifican: Did the problems with the
tickets going for $4 and $7.50,
these terms than ASUOP deems them
Center take up most of your time?
Potential gross there was $6,000,
There
are
a
lot
of
hard
rockers
to
be.
Swenson: Well, it took up a lot of my
Ambrosia cost $6,100. Kim Cains
on
campus,
such
as
AC/DC
fans.
time, but not all of it. There was a lot
the end, when you find you really
$10,000.
So if I got Kim Cams,
But the ASUOP people say, "No, no,
of paperwork and you can get mud
care for these two people. Here,
would have lost $4,000 to $5,000.
People
really
like
the
much
no.
dled down in it. I was really caught in
DePalma metaphorically uses ex
Pacifican: What about the Eve®
mellower bands." You can pretend
a vacuum. You get so involved in the
ploding firewords all over the place.
that
you
go
to
the
students
and
give
little things that you never get a chan
Like many DePalma films, there
SWENSON, pagell
out surveys and are a representative
is a surprise ending, a masterful one ce to stop and talk to people
which ties together the first and last
scenes, in a funning motif of Jack's
search for "the perfect scream" for
one of his sound effects assignments.
There are several interesting
motifs used in this film: in humor,
the constant antics of the producer to
find girls for the perfect scream; the
plot motifs of conspiracy, coverup,
and the fallability of the police; and
an interesting color motif that the
viewer may want to watch for.
The Production Designer, whose
job it is to design the sets and deter
mine the overall "feel" of the film,
has planned the colors so they are
consistently red, white, and blue.
The film takes place in Philadelphia
during a "Liberty Day" celebration,
and since it deals with an aspect of
politics, the designer has created this
red/white/blue predominance to give

student. Winterberg, for example.
Bob Winterberg will never be accused
of being a friend of the students.
That's the bottom line with Winter
berg. But on the whole, the ad
ministration wants to help the studen

DePalma shines, Travolta adequate
in suspense thriller Blow Out
By Dean Starnes

try and get to the bottom of it all,
before he and Sally are done away
with.
With the use of his tape recor
Brian DePalma has shown us
ding and available film resources, he
that great movies do not have to be
puts together evidence that will bring
mindless.
His latest film, Blow Out, is a
the true circumstances surrounding
McRyan's death to the attention of
taut, political suspense film that is
the press racing against time before
t'tiaranteed to demand you par
he and Sally are rubbed out by
ticipation in a mise en scene of in
trigue, humor, murder, mystery, sex,
McRyan's killers.
This
struggle,
plus
the
and all those things we hold near and
developing romance between Jack
dear to our movie-going hearts.
It chronicles the dilemma of Jack
and Sally, make up the premise of
LaTierri, a movie soundman for
Blow Out
cheapie teenage scare flicks, who acJohn Travolta turns in an
performance
as
the
cidently witnesses (and records) the
adequate
"accidental" death of a presidential
frustrated soundman, and Nancy
candidate, Senator McRyan. With
Allen, DePalma's wife, creates a very
interesting air-head-Bronx-innocentMcRyan is a part-time hooker, Sally
blonde-type, who becomes more
Porter, whom Jack rescues from the
human as the story unfolds to its
accident.
ultimately tragic proportions.
At the hospital, Jack is told by
The gradual discovery that they
police to forget that he ever saw Sally
actually like each other, that they
with the senator, in order to protect
were not just thrown together by cir
the man's public image and to spare
cumstances, is nicely subtle on the
his loved ones this detail.
Jack
part of both performers.
Yet a
suspects that there is more of a
decided intensity underlies their
coverup here than meets the eye,
however, and he enlists Sally's help to relationship and seems to explode at
Staff Writer
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(See

ASUOP SOCIAL PRESENTS

(See BLOWOUT, page 12)

MILES.
• 1VI

0nly Miles Davis
can make the #/ Jazz album
the most talked-about
musical event of the year.
Miles Davis,
" The Man With The Horn."
His first album of new music
in seven years. Includes the
single, "Shout."
On Columbia Records.

s'S v*„

MILES DAVIS

Historic Miles on
Columbia includes: %
"Bitches Brew'
Kind 01 Blue'
"Sketches 01 Spain''
"Milestones"
•Titles de Kilimanjaro"
and more.

r£S
! ^aX>0.

I THE MAN WITH THE HORN!
including:
Shout/Back Seat Betty /Fat Time/Aida/Ursuta

f'rrxJu'.ed by Te-o M.-

£>•••• ut.ye P'-.mIu <-r

Take The Music Where You're Playing On Columbia Tapes.

"Columbia" is a trademark of CBS Inc

Appeoring at the
Concord Pavillion 9/26.
TowerStereo

I

TUES SEPT 29 8:00PM CONSERVAT0"
ASUOP $2.50
GENERAL $5.50

TICKETS : BASS OUTLET5
UOP ELECTRONICS STOP^

U
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odern Tubes pull off modern

Chapter Two packs
Civic Theatre opening

erformance for modern people
•* l.'an M1/ DASAIIAMA
gy
Frank Reichert

t h of pU A..1 -1

Special Assignments Writer

eyes could n°t
leave Si1'"?7
were omr/
starters there
ere outrageous costumes, well-built
scantily-clothed cheerleaders boun
cms around on stage, and the eS

that should not be missed.'

yoU walk up to the entertain, vending machine and murmur

Vl r ' elf, "I'm clueless as to what I
rs
$ .1 The vending machine comes
t and in a deep, friendly voice,
' much unlike
that of a
chiatrist, asks, "Well, why don't
, describe your99 tastes to me and
II U.
U«lr*
aybe I can

»t?hrsonSun8andc'appingai°°e
Mod,e"1?
Is the "Completion
Ra ,
Backward Principle" changing and/or
mellowing the Tubes? Who cares''

help.

answer, "I'm a modern per
llike things up-to-date, I'm on
' move so I need something to keep
interest. I like to be excited and I
I something I can get into. But
",sI of all I like things that are out of
,i{ ordinary."

Just what songs did the Tubes
play? Who cares? What do you
want, a review? You do not review
events, you participate in them.
^How was the opening band? I
don't know. I do not even remember
who the opening band was. Having
an opening band for the Tubes is like
Out-of-the-ordinary? if a bon
watching an old Adam-12 before an
dage scene, a Houdini imitation, and
episode of Hill Street Blues: not
the appearance of a transvesute necessary.
named Quay Lewd is not different •
One word for the Tubes live?
enough for you, then this same group INCREDIBLE.
dressed as businessmen doing a
Visit your entertainment vending
chorus line a la band frolic will not do
machine
and describe yourself to it.
for you either.
Do you have what it takes to be a
If you want to know if the Tubes Tubes person? Regardless, examine
are talented, don't even bother
yourself so that you will be prepared
asking. Anyone who puts on this
when a talking vending machine asks
presentation has to have talent. Fee you: What Do You Want From
Waybill convinces the crowd that he
Life?"
tth tmTrityu0f SOngS did come
from
a album but material is not
trom that
important. Not to a group that could
make country-western music exciting
No ,on e has to tel1 the Tubes what
11
people like nowadays. They give the
people just what they want.

You

The machine requests $16, which
and you receive two tickets
, see The Tubes live. What else

" ^ii

is the most talented person in the
world. Of course he is not-but who
cares? No one else could have given
the outstanding performance he gave.
Why did the Tubes come to
Stockton? Who knows? I don't even
want to know why they played in the
worst place that I have ever seen a
show in, both for sound and seating.
I'm just glad they played.

pay,

ouldthere be?

Change radio stations and the
, pjouncer says:"Presenting on SepV13.8 p.m. at the Stockton Civic
jjditorium-THE TUBES LIVE.

| y! a concert, not a show, not just
^thing to do on a Sunday, and eer
ily not just a way to blow .-ighi
isllars, but an event, something to
i Spber, a significant nappcmig

FOR RENT
3 ROOMS
W

busty
fenii
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C0MPLE1ELY FURNISHED

I 1« K alll
o» tteiull

«16.100. m
I* I p bin
M ROM!
Wfctf tbnuklr

By Kevin Bartram

The theatre is new; the play is
different; but the talent and enter
tainment value is the same.
Stockton Civic Theatre's new
facility in Venetian Bridges is quite
impressive and was packed full for
last weekend's opening performances
of Neil Simon's "Chapter Two." As
usual, the SCT audience was not
disappointed in the least.
"Chapter Two" is the lightly
veiled autobiographical account of
Neil Simon's marriage to actress
Marsha Mason after the death of his
first wife. George (the Neil Simon
character) and Jennie (the Marsha
Mason character) meet as a result of
some meddling by George's brother,
Leo, and Jennie's friend, Faye, and a
misdialed phone number.
The setting of "Chapter Two" is
the apartment of each respective lead.
The stage was designed quite well,
considering the lack of space with
which the designers had to deal.
George's apartment covered half the
stage and Jennie's apartment com
prised the remaining half.
George was very adequately por
trayed by Ken Anenson, an instructor
in criminal justice at Delta College.
Anenson played the part of the
playwright valiantly, often assuming a
"spaced-out" state as so many
writers are accustomed to.
Rose Silvani, in the role of Jen
nie, interacted with Anenson very
fluidly and with much warmth. It
was quite obvious to the play-goer
that much preparation was involved,
as all the players interacted well.
The highlight of SCT's "Chapter
Two" was an unexpected one in the
form of veteran John Gliessman (who
also stole the show in last year's SCT
production
of
"Kennedy's

rs

Neil Simon's Chapter Two has been playing to packed houses in the Stockton
Civic Theatre's new facility, located in Venetian Bridges.
Children").
Gliessman portrayed
George's brother, Leo, with much
flash and flair and took the spotlight
in whatever scene he appeared.
Gliessman is without a doubt the
most charismatic and talented actor I
have yet witnessed in any SCT
production.
The surprising and ironic point
of Gliessman's appearance in "Chap
ter Two" is that he was not originally
slated to perform. Just a few weeks
ago, his part in the production of the
comedy was "assistant to the direc
tor . However, Tom Delaney, who
was originally cast as Leo, dropped
out, and Gliessman luckily came to

Staff Writer

Applications due Friday September 18th

Positions also available for:

FURNITURE RENTAL

V Stage Crew

I

V Student

(Because college costs enough already.)

Host Program

2836 Sisk Road, Modesto 95350, 578-3333

PAID POSITIONS
For information call 946-2233

DELI - BAGELS 'N GOOD THINGS

2301 PACIFIC AVE.

464-4666

• • • GREATEST • • •

Featuring fresh
giant BAGELS daily.

BREAKFAST • LUNCH • DINNER
Chicago

New York - Miami Style Delicatessen

Get to Know Us

OPENING SPECIALS

"Meet you at
^oxy Loxy for Lunch"

«—COUPON-—

-COUPON

Sandwich on Giant Bagel

I

2 for the price of

ir
|<y®6$g?Z3SK&/ 3oi
2

"

Sandwich on Giant Bagel

2301 Pacifi^A^^®^®®®^

Fast

s

75c

3

COUPON—

Off All Breakfasts

Egg Super Omelettes
Rrmri for Two
Good
Reg. 1.95 to 3.50

•i
i
i
i
i
i
i

2301 Pacific Ave. 464-4666j

r—'-coupon--'——•
Special Imported

Special Roast Turkey

2 for the price of 1

| Good Only between 4 p.m. to 7 p.m.

*

2 for price of 1

—COUPON'——1

15% Off Entire
Menu

pfltin

!

Sandwich on Giant Bagel

2301 Pacific
Ave. tut
464-4666
-vv
rawnu rwo.
••UVAJ j

Pacific Av^ 46^4666j

»—.....iCOUPON— —'1

gating • flnntffP

p

i Special Italian, Salami

I Special Hot Pastrami
|

Once you've tasted our
food - WE GOTCHA!

(STOCKTON ONLY)

i
i
I
I

^

2301 Pacific Ave. 464-4666J

irvice

9-11:30 Mon thru Sat All Day Sunday

j Ham Sandwich on Giant Bagel >

2<or price of 1

J SfesgpSssS?

(See CHAPTER TWO p a g e 1 2)

By Tom Grenache

Applications accepted in the ASUOP office

Grarilree@

the rescue
Gliessman's assumption of the
role was probably the best move SCT
could have made to improve the play.
He definitely added zest and a certain
flair.
On the lower end of the scale,
Barbara Ann Cecchetti's portrayal of
Jennie's friend, Anne, was a bit over
done and obnoxious. Though the
part is inherently somewhat Rhoda
Morgenstern-ish, Miss Cecchette
overplayed it somewhat when inter
preting the part. However, there is
still another few weeks to go for the

Newest 'wolf
offers laughs

ATTENTION!
ASUOP
SOCIAL DIRECTOR
NEEDED

This just may be the best bargain on
campus! Great-looking furniture —
enough to completely furnish three
rooms — for the price of one second
hand sofa. And it's all available in 48
hours! This package includes GranTree's
special 10% discount offered to all
students. Rooms include living room,
bedroom and dinette. Nominal delivery
and installation fee not included.

iJwl'i

STOCKTon

2301 Pacific Ave. 464-4666 jj

Even if most people aren't
familiar with the name John Landis,
they've at least heard of his movies.
This young directer filmed Animal
House and followed it with The Blues
Brothers. After making 500 million
dollars for other people, he's decided
to
film
his
own
script-a
comedy/horror
film titled An
American Werewolf in London.
Taking relatively unknown ac
tors and the best in make-up special
effects, Landis tells the story of
David and Jack, two American
students spending the summer hitch
hiking across Europe. Their trip
across the English Moors is rudely
interrupted by a huge wolf creature
who removes Jack's throat and tries
to do the same to David, who is saved
by villagers.
Waking from a coma, in Lon
don, David begins having horrible
nightmares. Even worse than the
nightmares is Jack, who shows up to
share some lunch and pass on some
bad news.
Jack-quite dead and
without a throat-between jokes, tells
David that David will become a
werewolf in two days, and that Jack's
going to have to keep walking around
in his present condition until David
dies. Jack encourages his friend to
commit suicide.
As you might expect, David
hopes he's just seeing things, but we
learn it's all true when David turns in
to a four-footed wolf creature, on
screen.
David, is played by David
Naughton, who many will remember
as the dancing Dr. Pepper salesman
on T.V. He does well with his first
starring role, although this movie
may not have demanded much from
him.
American Werewolf is a strange
film in that one is not ever quite sure
whether to laugh or cringe, because
jokes mix with blood in scene after
scene. Jack keeps returning in scenes,
his decomposition growing worse as
time goes on, and telling David how
incredibly dull it is to be dead. Ad
ding to the general comedy is the
background music which includes
several versions of "Blue Moon" and
the first transformation preceded by
Creedence Clearwater's "Bad Moon
Rising."
The actual transformation is one
of the scenes that will make you
cringe, serving to show the advances
in make-up special effects that have
developed recently. David screams as
his body and skull structure changes
from that of a two-footed man into
that of a four-footed wolf creature.
All-in-all, An American Were
wolf in London is a good film. The
audience gets a few good scares and a
lot of laughs. American Werewolf
has a well deserved R-r&ting.
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SPORTS

Karen's Comments )

Tigers' moral victory not enough
O

„ ,n
the game" with the de^mimg Pac-10

champion Hu^es. h lds in the air
points and getting 252 yar
defense
against the purple-and-gold deten
that is rated among the best
collegiate football.
UOP
Going into the gamf.
e
wasn't even "pvMaP™« bU|ed as
of
se
1981.

By Karen Komsak
Sports Editor

By Karen Komsak
Sports Editor

Soccer goal-improvement
By starting six freshmen, the UOP men's soccer team is
hoping for a turnaround in their program.
According to third year Head Coach Bruce Spaulding,
"UOP is now getting soccer players versus individuals wan
ting to play a sport at the.college level, and that sport turning
out to be soccer."
Because of the limited recruiting budget that the soccer
program has to work with, the Tigers can't afford to get the
blue-chippers that most schools are out for.
But Spaulding has found a solution. Rather than
bringing in the stars, or as Spaulding calls them, "the piano
players", he has gone one step further and found the "piano
carriers."
So, now, UOP has found not the players in the
limelight, but the players that feed the "stars" the ball and
make them look good.
Working with six starting freshmen, a foundation can
be built for the future, with the youth providing continuity.
While the future holds high expectations, the Tigers
have the past on which to improve. In 1980 they finished
6-12-1, (0-6-1 :n the conference), improving greatly over
1979 when they struggled to a 2-19 record.
Dalton Duval, a transfer from Delta College, is a strong
shooter and will be one of UOP's biggest offensive threats.
Another offensive leader is Senior Captain Greg O'Dell
who's coming back for his fourth varsity year. O'Dell was
honorable mention All-West Coast last season.
The defense is led by junior J.J. Grimes, honorable
mention All-League, and sophomore Theo Bennet,
honorable mention All-League, 2nd-Team All West Coast
and team MVP.
Mondav night UOP kicked their way to a 2-2 tie with
Fresno Pacific, while freshman Steve Lombardo tended goal.
O t h e T fiosh starters for the Fresno game included Tyler
Williams a very "coachable" center back; Geoff Storey, a
midfielder from Rolling Hills, named First Team All-CIF
and All Bay League; forward Pat Noyes; midfielder Bruce
Scracia; and forward Jim Ross, who had an assist on a goal
Monday night, Spaulding said.
With three games behind them, and a 0-2-1 record, the
Tigers feel they are growing stronger with each game, and
are hoping to move up in the Pacific Soccer Conference
standings this year with a finish at .500.
For a chance to see this new breed of team consisting of
young players "that make the action happen',' and a strong
returning nucleus, the Tigers will face Cal State Northridge
tomorrow at 1 p.m. on Brookside Field.
Their next league game will be Sept. 25 at home, versus
Cal Berkeley at 3 p.m. And, as always, fans can make a dif
ference.

Head Football Coach Bob
Toledo and his Tigers scored a
"moral victory" against nationally
ranked No. 17 University of
Washington, while losing 34-14 last
Saturday, but they feel that wasn't
enough.
"University of Washington was
a good team," says junior noseguard
George Dunlap. "At the start of the
game we were in awe of them, but as
the game progressed, we realized how
good we were."
"I'm not happy with the game,"
continued Dunlap, who was named
defensive player of the week for his
five tackles, a fumble recovery and
his "play in the trenches," which won
praise from the UW coaching staff.
"I wanted to win," affirmed
Dunlap. "I don't believe in moral
victories. The only attitude that we
can have now is a winning attitude.
We can't be just respectable."
Toledo feels his team played
well, but he also knows they are
capable of more.
"We played well enough not to
be embarrassed, but we could have
played better," said Toledo. "We
can't accept losing. ...it doesn't get
it. From here on out we need a mustwin-every-game attitude."
Pacific will get their chance
against the University of Oregon
Ducks tomorrow at 1 pm in Eugene,
Ore. The match will be the second of
three with the Pac-10 for the Tigers in
1981.
The Ducks will be opening their
home schedule and will come into the
game 0-2 while UOP is 1-1. Oregon
lost their first game to PCAA Fresno
State 23-16 in Fresno, and their
second loss was to Kansas, 19-10.
Oregon, 6-3-2 last year, knocked
off Washington and UCLA , and tied
USC in 1980. It is now considered a
contender in the 1981 Pac-10 battle.
The last time UOP met Oregon
was in 1952 when the Tigers won 14-6
in Eugene.
Toledo feels that against Fresno
State, Oregon "didn't play hard,"
and against Kansas the Ducks took a
changed offense into the game with
lineup changes.
Assuming the "underdog" role,
Oregon Head Coach Rich Brooks
praised UOP while denouncing his
own team possibly to fire up the
downtrodden 0-2 Ducks.
"We're well aware that Pacific is
a good team," said Brooks. "We're
weaker than we anticipated; I'm not
very pleased. We're very concerned
about UOP," he said pessimistically.
As for Pacific's offense, Brooks
is concerned with their diversity.
"They have so many looks that
they're bound to give us problems,"
continues Brooks. "We're going to
try to control their running game so
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foot, x-rays were inconclusive.
In addition, according
Toledo, Pacific also gained "VawJ
experience against good people" J
helped "their future attitude"?
showing they can play with such ratS
schools as UW.

Sophomore center Jim
was named offensive player 0f
week, while senior rover
Ragland was named special tJ
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Passing P,ssL-Sophomore quarterback Sender Markel (left) is; three completed passes away
from being UOP's No. 1 all-time passer, passing such greats as Eddie LeBarom Markel moved
into the No. 2 slot last week when he completed 23 of 36 passes against
g y ffclaimed
Universtiy of Washington defense. Big "D"-The Tiger defense, (pictured in this huddle durinj
the Central Michigan victory), is strong again in 1981.
they can't do both (run and pass)."
Looking at the Tigers' defense,
Brooks is "very concerned."
"Harmon and Merriweather
(Ail-American candidate linebackers
Kirk
Harmon
and
Mike
Merriweather) are as good as
anyone," he claims. "They're out
standing players," said Brooks, who
rates the two with All-American can
didate Chip Banks of USC.
"Take away three or four plays
and UW was fortunate to win," adds
Brooks, commenting on UOP's
defense against the Huskies last week.
Reflecting on last week, Pacific
has earned applause for "staying in

Seattle media picked UW as 3040 point favorites, while one
newspaper ran the headline "Huskies
have 'pre-game' victory party"
Saturday morning.
The Tigers hoped only to leave
the game without serious injuries and
to "play respectably." They did
both.
"Take away four or five big plays
from them and we did a good job of
holding them," assessed Dunlap.
The only significant injuries suf
fered were by right guard Jeff Carter,
who sustained a mild concussion, and
by junior weakside linebacker Mike
Landis, who reinjured an already sore
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player for the second consecutin
week.
Other highlights....senior p®
ter/quarterback
Harley Mil
averaged 42.6 yards in eight punti
including a 56-yard boot that wen
out of bounds at the Washington*
yard line.
Sophomore flanker Garry Parcells caught six passes for 83 yank
Junior wide receiver Georji
Harrison was injured in practict
Tuesday, separating his shoulder,
Harrison had surgery Wednesdaj
morning and will be out for
remainder
of
the
seasoi
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UOP contracts with Star Clinic

Trainers crucial members of team roster
By Bob O'Rourke
Staff Writer

As any football coach across the
nation can attest, over the course of a
long season, one of the most impor
tant people on any squad may not be
the "rifle-armed" quarterback, or
the "game-breaking" running back,
but could be the team's trainer.
It is the trainer's duty to not only
oversee the rehabilitation of an in
jured athlete, but to attempt to
prevent costly injury as well. For the
Universtiv of the Pacific football
team, this essential, yet often thankless
job has been placed in the able hands
of New Mexico native Mike Wilborn.
Wilborn, a 1973 graduate of
New Mexico State University, worked
as an assistant trainer at the school
from 1979 to 1981, while studying for
his masters degree in health sciences.
He is currently employed by
Stockton's "Star Clinic," which con
tracts his ervices to UOP. He feels
this is an ideal situation for Tiger
athletes as, "we are able to utilize the
extensive rehabilitative facilities at
the clinic to supplement those
available at Pacific." "This will
greatly broaden our range of
therapeutic expertise," he added.
Wilborn's concept of proper
athletic training places a strong em
phasis on "preventive medicine,"
using proper equipment, "d^dso the
maintenance of body -•rc.igth and
flexibility in areas where injury is
likely to occur. He further stresses
that the team-sport emphasis on win

ning becomes extremely difficult if an
athlete is unable to perform at peak
level, both metally and physically.
"Historically, trainers have been
looked upon as glorified Waterboys,"
he states. "However with the influx
of such concepts as prevention,
evaluation and rehabilitation, athletic
training has become a science."
Assisting Wilborn presently are

five student trainers; Tammy Morris,
Kim Caramelli, laura Russell, Reggie
Marsh and Fred Tedeschi.
Not only are Wilborn and his
assistants responsible for the football
team, but they aid the remainder of
the collegiate sports.
Also joining the staff this year is
orthopedic surgeon Dr. Ron Yamada
and returning as team physician is Dr.
John F. Blinn, Jr.
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just report the sports, we'll capture the excVtemen, ^ WC 11 do more than
being there. Winners, losers and the fans who nh IIT?' and emotion of
tallied up in UOP's new year book, EPOCH A 1982 FPn?«m °n wiH a11 be
at the University Center Electronics Store
EPOCH may be ordered
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Volleyball; new home* new team
By Walter Wiebelhaus
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News Editor

The setting was different; the
organization was different; and the
,eam was different. The only thing
#hjCh remained unchanged was the
end result.

That was the story Monday night
the fifth-ranked UOP women's
volleyball team eked out a 3-2 (15-7,
15-6, 7*15, 8-15, 15-11) victory over
the Oregon Ducks, extending their
home-match winning streak
to 32
(dating back to 1978).
The match was the first sporting
event to be played in the new $7
million Alex G. Spanos Center. The
match was also the first for the Tigers
as an NCAA competitor, changing
over from the Association of Inter
collegiate Athletics for Women
(AIAW).
The match also marked the first
game for many of the Tigers, a
relatively new team which debuted
five freshman.

UOP scampered out to an easv 2
vea?> ? 3 fashi°n that resembled last
oT" which f,nish5d N°. , Standout sophpmore Chris BerTiLprSeCUrfd the first game f°r the
Tigers, reeling off five straight service

when

The second game of the match
it hardly got started,
far as the Ducks were concerned.
Sophmore Jody Schauer took over
at 2-3 and served for eight straight
points with the help of several deadly
spikes by All -American Jayne Gib
son who recorded nine kills on the
night.
Oregon was unable to mount an
offense, and UOP cruised to a 15-6
triumph, looking as if the Tigers
would chew up the Ducks, 3-0.
However, that was not how the
ball bounced.
aaf°V*r fbhef°re

I h.. hJir,kel moved
"sh'y acclaimed
ii <m
"uddle dunn.

Tachikara Poll
Preseason poll of 28 coaches from all
sections of the country.
12.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

UC Santa Barbara(ll)
UCLA (6)
USC (7)
Hawaii (1)
UOP (3)
San Diego State
CalPolySLO
Utah State
Stanford
Washington

518
496
495
490
458
401
346
325
311
271

11.
Northwestern 182 12.
Texas/ Arlington 171 13.
SW
Missouri State 138 14. Arizona State
131 15. Penn State 125 16. Texas
122 17. Arizona 117 18. Purdue 99
19. Houston 94 20. Kentucky 81.

CREATE YOUR
OWNDURSER.
AT HUMPS.

away

Oregon's senior Karen Beamer
and freshman Sue Harbour, both
racking up double-digit kills in the
match, instilled a fighting spirit in
their team which reversed the
momentum in the Duck's favor.
Oregon's offense emerged, and
at the same time, their defense ex-

First place votes in parenthesis.
Twenty points awarded for a first
place vote, 19 for second place vote,
18 for a third place vote, and so for
th.

he second consecniBi
t highlights....senior p®
'•hiuk
Harlcy M|
42,6 yirds in eight pm
• 56-yard boot that m
und* at the Washington*

tinguished the Tiger offense as the
Ducks took a 15-7 victory in the third
game to close the gap to 2-1.
The fourth game began to look
like the final game, as UOP ran to a
quick 8-3 lead. But the Ducks stop
ped the Tigers dead in their tracks as
they scored 12 points while shutting
out the Tigers. The match was even
at 2-2.

ismorc flanker Garry Pa
hi tlx passes for 83 yards,
i>r wide receiver Geo?
was injured in pt
separating his shoulder,
had surgery Wi
and will be out for
r
of
>he

UOP
Head
Coach
Taras
Liskevych, former member of the
U.S. Olympic volleyball coaching
staff, took no chances. He started
the fifth and decisive game with
returning lettermen Karen Jacobsen,
Cathy Lumb, Gibson, and Bertsch, as
well as freshman Robin Burns and
Jan Saunders.
Liskevych called the two "the
best high school blocker and setter in
the state and more likely the nation"
last year.
The Tigers started the final game
in much the same manner that they
ended the previous game.
They

HAPPY HOUR PRICES
for
UOP Students Anytime
with ID

HAWAIIAN SHIRT PAR TY
Sept. 19 9pm - lam
Live Music By

RICK WEBB & BREAKAWAY
Prizes for Wildest Outfit
Humps Bar & Grill
torch Lane and Pershing Ave.

Venetian Square

Jtockton*957-4322

xjivi/j.

quickly fell behind 2-6 before they
finally showed signs of life. Lumb
picked up the ball and served for six
points in a row, including an ace and
a dramatic triple-assist block by
Saunders, Bertsch, and Gibson.
From then on kicking and scrat
ching for points was the name of the
game as neither team could take con
trol.
The Tigers edged to a 14-11 mat
ch-point lead before both defenses
became stingy. The serve traded
hands five times before Burns
skillfully tipped a Lumb set amidst
several of the Ducks, to end the game
and give UOP the match victory, 3-2.
When questioned about the
Tigers' lull in the third and fourth
game, Liskevych said, "Our serving
is what really did us in."
Liskevych admitted, though, to
the possibility that the abundant use
of the five freshman and their inex
perience on the collegiate level was a
factor in the two games lost to the
unranked Ducks.
"But," added Liskevych, "by
the end of the year we'll be as good as
last year's team."
The Tigers played the 11thranked Northwestern Wildcats Thur
sday night, but scores of the contest
were unavailable at press time.
Tomorrow and Sunday the
Tigers will host Northwestern, the
New Mexico Lobos, and the 14thranked Arizona State Sun Devils in
the Second
Annual
UOP In
vitational.
Northwestern and the Sun Devils
will commence the tournament Saturday
with a 5 p.m. match and will be
followed by UOP and Lobos facing off
in a 7 p.m. contest. Finals are scheduled
for Sunday at 7 p.m. follow - the con
solation match at 5 p.m. ,. nission
fees will be charged The Tigers will close out their
homestand Thursday when they host
seventh-ranked Cal-Poly-San Luis
Obispo at 7:30 p.m.
The highlight of the UOP home
schedule, is the Third Annual Wendy's
Classic. The tournament is con
sidered by many coaches as the best
four-team tournament of the year.
The tournament will match up the
four top finishers in the nation last
year:
USC, UOP, Hawaii, and
UCLA. The tourney is scheduled for
Saturday and Sunday, Nov. 14 and
15.
The Tigers will also host the UCSanta Barbara Gauchos Nov. 21.
The Gauchos were ranked No. 1 in
the nation by the Tackikara Poll.

There will be mass held
in Morris Chapel every Sundayj
8:00 pm
>m

Volleyball Triumphs-All-American Jayne Gibson exemplifies one
of her 11 kills against University of Oregon Ducks. Pacific won
the match 3-2. Looking on are Cathy Lumb and freshman Jan
Saunders.

Water polo makes
splash in tourney
By Brian Ladd

new recruits, the Tigers can finish
third in the very strong PCAA and
receive an invitation to the NCAA
The UOP water polo team, after championships to be held this
last year's 16-12 record and fifth November in Long Beach.
place PCAA finish proved themselves
Among Nugent's new players are
this past weekend as a strong conten- Drew Henry and Dan Hollingsworth,
de~.for an NCAA berth.
both junior college Ail-Americans at
"We are now playing with DeAnza Junior College. Also in
respectability," emphasized second cluded is freshman high school Allv°°r Head Coach Dennis Nugent, af
American Mike Haley, who was
ter his team finished with a 4-2 record selected to be a member of the 1981
this past weekend at the UC Berkeley U.S. JuniorNationalwater polo team
Scrimmage Tournament.
that traveled to Puerto Rico for the
The Tiger poloists, who lost to Western Regional Junior Water Polo
Cal last year 18-3, and have never Championships.
been able to defeat a Cal polo team,
Joining Haley are freshmen
defeated the California B team 5-4 back-up goalie Peter Schoen and
and lost to the Cal A team by a close swimming stand-outs Carl Gunn and
10-6 score. The Tigers also defeated George Weber.
UC Davis 10-7, Hayward 9-8, and
Nugent will be assisted this year
San Francisco State 10-5, while only by Doug Burke. Burke, a veteran of
losing to Cal A and Concord, one of the U.S. National water polo team
the defending national finalists this and a past member of Stanford's
past summer, 6-4.
great water polo teams of the 1970's,
Key returners for this year's will give the Tigers a major boost
polomen include lettermen Ken Har towards a possible NCAA spot.
mon, Bob Bejan, Mike Wall, Ron
The team will travel to the
Robertson, Brad Nelson, and goalie University of Santa Clara this Satur
Mike Ennis. Also returning, and ex day for a 10 a.m. game with the
pected to enhance the Tiger poloists, Broncos. The first UOP home game
are letterman senior Jeff Wallace and of the season will be Oct. 1 at 11
junior Mike Schwartz.
a.m., against one of last years top
Nugent feels that with his retur five NCAA teams and the 1978
ning players and his fine group of NCAA champion, UC Santa Barbara, j
Staff Writer

Hockey
starts year
winning
By Marti Coyne
Staff Writer

.
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The UOP women's field hockey
team came back from the weekend
pre-season scrimmage looking the
best ever in its five-year collegiate
history.
Tuesday the team defeated UC
Davis 1-0 at Davis.
Stick work and conditioning
problems have plagued Pacific in past
years, but these important goals have
been met in the pre-season, according
to Head Coach Carla Konet.
"The talent, speed, and en
durance is all there. Now our goal is
to develop into a working team unit,"
she explained.
The traditionally strong Tiger
defense, coached this year by Karen
Prochaska, is led by returning goalie
Megan Brick. Senior Mary Cusick
combines with Deni Dickinson, a
transfer from JC state champions
Golden West, to provide game-pacing
consistency.
Laryl Belle and Nance Mercado,
also from Golden West, join with
team captain Pat Mushrim and
freshmen Veronica Aguilar and Luci
Lagrimas to form a forward line with
both speed and scoring drive.
Pacific faces Stanford in its con
ference and home opener tomorrow
Sept. 17 at 11 a.m. on the football
practice field.
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"What did you do this summer?"
If I got a dollar every time I'm asked that
during the first two weeks of school I could pay
off the Events Center debts.
It's the question that anyone who hasn't
seen you for three months immediately throws
at you. It's doubtful that they genuinely care
what you did, but they're hip to the fact that
"What did you do this summer?" is the official
back-to-school question across the country.
There is no denying that the first two weeks
up, you start to get dangerously edgy. You
of school can wear your nerves a bit thin.
develop kind of a what-did-you-do-this-summerYou're suddenly faced with the cruel realities of
responsibility and decision-making. Temper phobia.
After the first week, you find that your
testing situations abound: the pre-registration
maze; the struggle of moving into a new dorm response to the question becomes less en
room, house, or apartment; the sudden avalan thusiastic. It becomes a chore. Gradually it
che of homework; the vigil outside the turns into a well-rehearsed answer, so that after
bookstore to get in and spend a king's ransom awhile you can't help but feel like some sort of
bizarre play-back device. At the very least,
on books.
These adversities are bad enough, but for being asked repeatedly "What did you do this
me, the prospect of answering the question summer?" simply gets on your nerves. You
"What did you do this summer?" 30,000 times have to grin and bear it.
Less stable individuals may succumb to
is almost enough to keep me from returning for
psychotic
behavior if they're quizzed too often.
another year of school. Giving the same reply
They
get
tense and nervous, ready to snap at
to the same inquiry countless times a day for
It's common knowledge in
two weeks begins to have a Dr. Jekyll and Mr. any moment.
criminal
psychology
circles that one of the fac
Hyde effect on me.
tors
leading
to
Charles
Manson's lunacy was
Things go smoothly the first few days. The
the
extreme
reaction
he
had during his high
fond memories of summer are still vivid in my
school
years
to
the
question:
"Charlie, what
mind, and it's a pleasure to recall them for
did you do this summer?"
various people.
I for one, have vowed to steer clear of this
But as the days go by and the questions pile

What did you do this summer?

Mark Lebien

BLOW-OUT
visual color theme to the entire move,
subtly at first, and finally quite ob
viously, with all the fireworks and
Liberty Day parade nttr the end.
Watch for these red/white/blue
items: the newsman's and murderer's
ties; Trovolta's bedspread; the motel
wallpaper and bedspread; and the
outfits of the murdered girls; and the
Liberty Day posters on location.
In one scene, Travolta parks his
white and blue jeep next to a red car.
In another, McRyan is carried into
the hospital on a red stretcher, in
front of a blue reception desk.

Travolta wears solid colored shirts guess which colors? None of these
are accidental; they were all planned
for that specific motif. Trivia lovers
may want to watch for more of these
types of things.
If you're into DePalma, you may
also want to watch for all his usual
characteristics: split sceen; slowing
down of the action at critical momen
ts; and inanity alongside horror. If
you're not, then just relax and take in
the film on the many entertainment
levels it offers: laughs, suspense,
mystery, romance.
Or you may
notice how beautifully the film is
directed, in the unconventional

DePalma manner, or how wellphotographed and edited it is.
As you begin to suspect, I really
liked this movie, and it's difficult to
say anything really bad about it. The
script is very tight; it never presents
useless or unnecessary information,
as some films do.
Everything DePalma shows you,
you need to know, and he gives it to
you when you need to know it. And
from that, the enjoyment of the film
unfolds and just may catch you off
guard in a .ew places.
I think you'll be incredibly
pleased with this film. It's one of
those rare quality works that never

STOCKTON STATE HOSPITAL TRAINING FACILITY
FOR THE DEVELOPMENTALLY DISABLED

seems to get the attention it deserves
being overshadowed by the summer's
big box office draws, Raiders of
the Lost Ark and Superman II.
Its publicity has been disappoin
tingly limited and I noticed our own
Stockton Record doesn't give it a
chance, with merely a small title logo
that doesn't look very inviting, plus a
dubious second feature, Goodbye
Emmanuelle. (Really).
1 guarantee you that it you see
the first and last scenes of the film,
you WILL have a reaction that you
will remember for awhile. Check it
out!

COMMUNITY PLACEMENT FOR INTERNSHIP
FIELDWORK VOCATIONAL EXPERIENCE.

We can offer a wide range of medical and related experiences

GIVE us A CALL:

GET-ACQUAINTED SABBATH AFFAIR

CHAPTER TWO
cast of "Chapter Two," so room for.
improvement is still present.
The
only
other
obvious
drawback of the play was the cut
back on some parts that were written
in the original script. The only acts
seen in the SCT production were ones
which took place in the respective
leads' apartments. Hence, some par
ts which you might expect to see if
you witnessed the movie version
(starring James Caan and, who else,
Marsha Mason) have been cut from
the stage version.
As usual, Simon's script is quick
witted and very observant of great

Friday, September 18
Patio Room of Grace Covell, 5.-30 p.m.

(from page 9) —

Jewish students interested in making arrangements
for the coming High Holidays which begin on
Monday evening, September 28 should
contact Rabbi Rosenburg at 2162 or Sears 112

American quirks. Simon has a real
knack for picking out and dealing
with typical American anxieties and
neurotic behavior.
"Chapter Two's" director is
Nick Elliot. This is Elliot's third
production for SCT. Both of his
previous production's were Best
Production nominees in end-of-theyear awards ceremonies.

510 East Magnolia Street
Stockton, CA 95202
(209) 948-7107

[

Interested Jewish students are asked
to go thru the line and then come to the Patio Room

"Chapter Two" performances
will run Friday and Saturday nights
from Sept. 11 through Oct. 3. Ad
ditional performances are scheduled
for Thursday night, Oct. 1 and a
Sunday matinee on Sept. 27. Tickets
are available at 473-2424.

§CMEIHNC Sl l( 141
SUCK
160 VINTAGE FAIRE
MODESTO, CALIFORNIA 95350

SICCKI0N HI1ION

SWENSON

2323 GRAND CANAL, SUITE 10
STOCKTON: 951-0637
MODESTO: 527-5138

(from page 8)

Center?
Swenson: With the Spanos Center,
our potential gross would be $30,000
to $35,000. But then you've got to
remember that the administration's
going to take off 10 percent of the
gross for a rental fee. You must pay
your talent. You have to pay $1,500
for security, and pay for sound and
lights, which will be at least $2,000.
Therefore we realistically won't be
able to pay more than $10,000 to
$12,000 for any talent unless we use a
co-promoter.
Pacifican: It seems that the main
roadblock to big-name concerts is the
university's rental fee for the use of
the Spanos Center.
Swenson: Well, usually rental fees at
colleges are low, which is why many
big bands play the universities. When
people hear about the cost to rent the
center, they are going to be very up
set. People at UCLA and Davis
called it the silliest thing they'd ever
heard.
Pacifican: Why do you believe that
the rental fee is so high?
Swenson:
They (administration)
' want to make money, and pay off the
facility. They want ASUOP to pay
$500,000 for the center. President
Stan McCaffrey said in 1979 that no
student's money would ever go into
the payment of the Spanos Events
Center. But yet that's what we're
doing.
Pacifican: What's your opinion of
ASUP now?
Swenson: ASUOP strikes me as a
group with noble ideas and little
reality. I hope that could change.
But you must remember that
whatever ASUOP does, the ad
ministration doesn't have to listen to

it. I question how much influence
ASUOP has. We are still not going to
have a Winter Term; they're still
charging fees for the Spanos Center.
I can go on and on about things
ASUOP has fought against, but have
lost ultimately. If the administration
likes something, it's going to get
passed, regardless. This is really no
fault of the people who are now in of
fice, its just the way the system is
designed.

STOCKTON STORE HOURS

-mmr
II
Walk to Class-1 bedroom
$180 Bungalow
Rental Experts 943-7082

1 0-7 MONDAY - SATURDAY

Pacifican Classified
Sell it or say it for only

$1.00

in the Pacifican classified
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MESSAGE

• Miner at San Joaquin
• San Joaquin at Main
• Pacific at Benjamin Holt
Member FDIC

Mail in Campus or U.S. mail to:

^Gregg Goldman, Pacifican

North Hall, 3rd Floor

VOLUNTEER CENTER
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Now serving: Stockton, Lodi, Manteca
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